
Testing and Traing Lazy Funtional Programsusing QuikChek and HatKoen Claessen1, Colin Runiman2,Olaf Chitil2, John Hughes1, and Malolm Wallae21 Chalmers University of Tehnology, Sweden2 University of York, United Kingdom1 IntrodutionIt is a very undesirable situation that today's software often ontains errors.One motivation for using a funtional programming language is that it is morediÆult (or even impossible) to make low-level mistakes, and it is easier to reasonabout programs. But even the most advaned funtional programmers are notinfallible; they misunderstand the properties of their own programs, or those ofothers, and so ommit errors.We therefore aim to provide funtional programmers with tools for testing andtraing programs. In broad terms, testing means �rst speifying what behaviouris aeptable in priniple, then �nding out whether behaviour in pratie mathesup to it aross the input spae. Traing means �rst reording the internal detailsof a omputation, then examining what is reorded to gain insight, to hekhypotheses or to loate faults. Although we have emphasised the motivation ofeliminating errors, tools for testing and traing an often be useful even for pro-grammers who rarely make mistakes. For example, the inreased understandinggained by testing and traing an lead to improved solutions and better dou-mentation.In these leture notes we onentrate on QuikChek [3, 4℄, a tool for testingHaskell programs, and Hat [15, 2℄, a tool for traing them. Eah tool is usefulin its own right but, as we shall see, they are even more useful in ombination:testing using QuikChek an identify failing ases, traing using Hat an revealthe auses of failure.Setion 2 explains what QuikChek is and how to use it. Setion 3 similarlyexplains Hat. Setion 4 shows how to use QuikChek and Hat in ombination.Setion 5 outlines a muh larger appliation than those of earlier setions, andexplains some tehniques for testing and traing more omplex programs. Se-tion 6 disusses related work. Setion 7 details almost twenty pratial exerises.Soure programs and other materials for the examples and exerises in thesenotes an be obtained from http://www.s.york.a.uk/fp/afp02/.



2 Claessen, Runiman et al.2 Testing Programs with QuikChekIn this setion we give a short introdution to QuikChek1, a system for spei-fying and randomly testing properties of Haskell programs.2.1 Testing and Testable Spei�ationsTesting is by far the most ommonly used approah to ensuring software quality.It is also very labour intensive, aounting for up to 50% of the ost of softwaredevelopment. Despite anedotal evidene that funtional programs require some-what less testing (`One it type-heks, it usually works'), in pratie it is still amajor part of funtional program development.The ost of testing motivates e�orts to automate it, wholly or partly. Automatitesting tools enable the programmer to omplete testing in a shorter time, or totest more thoroughly in the available time, and they make it easy to repeat testsafter eah modi�ation to a program.Funtional programs are well suited to automati testing. It is generally aeptedthat pure funtions are muh easier to test than side-e�eting ones, beause oneneed not be onerned with a state before and after exeution. In an imperativelanguage, even if whole programs are often pure funtions from input to output,the proedures from whih they are built are usually not. Thus relatively largeunits must be tested at a time. In a funtional language, pure funtions abound(in Haskell, only omputations in the IO monad are hard to test), and so testingan be done at a �ne grain.A testing tool must be able to determine whether a test is passed or failed;the human tester must supply a passing riterion that an be automatiallyheked. We use formal spei�ations for this purpose. QuikChek omes with asimple domain-spei� language of testable spei�ations whih the tester uses tode�ne expeted properties of the funtions under test. It is then heked that theproperties hold in a large number of ases. We all these testable spei�ationsproperties. The spei�ation language is embedded in Haskell using the lasssystem. This means that properties are just normal Haskell funtions whih anbe understood by any Haskell ompiler or interpreter. Property delarations areeither written in the same module as the funtions they test, or they an bewritten in a separate Haskell module, importing the funtions they test, whihis the preferred way we use in these notes. Either way, properties serve also ashekable doumentation of the behaviour of the ode.A testing tool must also be able to generate test ases automatially. Quik-Chek uses the simplest method, random testing, whih ompetes surprisinglyfavourably with systemati methods in pratie. However, it is meaningless totalk about random testing without disussing the distribution of test data. Ran-dom testing is most e�etive when the distribution of test data follows that1 Available from http://www.s.halmers.se/~rjmh/QuikChek/



Testing and Traing 3of atual data, but when testing reusable ode units as opposed to whole sys-tems this is not possible, sine the distribution of atual data in all subsequentreuses is not known. A uniform distribution is often used instead, but for datadrawn from in�nite sets this is not even meaningful! In QuikChek, distributionis put under the human tester's ontrol, by de�ning a test data generation lan-guage (also embedded in Haskell), and a way to observe the distribution of testases. By programming a suitable generator, the tester an not only ontrol thedistribution of test ases, but also ensure that they satisfy arbitrarily omplexinvariants.2.2 De�ning PropertiesAs a �rst example, we are going to test the standard funtion reverse whihreverses a list. This funtion satis�es a number of useful laws, suh as:reverse [x℄ = [x℄reverse (xs++ys) = reverse ys++reverse xsreverse (reverse xs) = xs(In fat, the �rst two of these haraterise reverse uniquely.)Note that these laws hold only for �nite, total values. In all QuikChek prop-erties, unless spei�ally stated otherwise, we quantify over ompletely de�ned�nite values.In order to hek suh laws using QuikChek, we represent them as Haskellfuntions. To represent the seond law for example, we write:prop_RevApp xs ys = reverse (xs++ys) == reverse ys ++ reverse xsWe use the onvention that property funtion names always start with the pre-�x prop . Nevertheless, prop RevApp is still a normal Haskell funtion. If thisfuntion returns True for every possible argument, then the properties hold.However, in order for us to atually test this property, we need to know on whattype to test it! We do not know this yet sine the funtion prop RevApp has apolymorphi type. Thus the programmer must speify a �xed type at whih theproperty is to be tested. So we simply give a type signature for eah property,for example:prop_RevApp :: [Int℄ -> [Int℄ -> Boolprop_RevApp xs ys = reverse (xs++ys) == reverse ys ++ reverse xsLastly, to aess the library of funtions that we an use to de�ne and testproperties, we have to inlude the QuikChek module. Thus we addimport QuikChek2



4 Claessen, Runiman et al.sort :: Ord a => [a℄ -> [a℄sort [℄ = [℄sort (x:xs) = insert x (sort xs)insert :: Ord a => a -> [a℄ -> [a℄insert x [℄ = [x℄insert x (y:ys) = if x <= y then x : y : yselse y : insert x ysFig. 1. An insertion-sort program.at the top of our module. QuikChek2 is a speial version of QuikChek witha faility to interoperate with the traing tools (explained in Setion 4).Now we are ready to test the above property! We load our module into a Haskellsystem (we use GHCi in these notes), and all for example:Main> quikChek prop_RevAppOK, passed 100 suessful tests.The funtion quikChek takes a property as an argument and applies it to alarge number of randomly generated arguments | 100 by default | reporting\OK" if the result is True in every ase.If the law fails, then quikChek reports the ounter-example. For example, ifwe mistakenly de�neprop_RevApp :: [Int℄ -> [Int℄ -> Boolprop_RevApp xs ys = reverse (xs++ys) == reverse xs++reverse ysthen heking the property might produeMain> quikChek prop_RevAppFalsifiable, after 1 suessful tests:[2℄[-2,1℄where the ounter model an be reonstruted by taking [2℄ for xs (the �rstargument of the property), and [-2,1℄ for ys (the seond argument). We willlater see how we an use traing to see what atually happens with the funtionsin a property when running it on a failing test ase.2.3 Introduing Helper FuntionsTake a look at the insertion sort implementation in Figure 1. Let us design atest suite to test the funtions in that implementation.First, we test the funtion sort. A heap way of testing a new implementationof a sorting algorithm is to use an existing implementation whih we trust. We



Testing and Traing 5say that our funtion sort produes the same result as the standard funtionsort whih omes from the List module in Haskell.import qualified Listprop_SortIsSort :: [Int℄ -> Boolprop_SortIsSort xs = sort xs == List.sort xsBut what if we do not trust the implementation of the standard sort either?Then, we have to ome up with properties that say when exatly a funtion is asorting funtion. A funtion sorts if and only if: (1) the output is ordered, and(2) the output has exatly the same elements as the input.To speify the �rst property, we need to de�ne a helper funtion ordered whihheks that a given list is ordered.ordered :: Ord a => [a℄ -> Boolordered [℄ = Trueordered [x℄ = Trueordered (x:y:xs) = (x <= y) && ordered (y:xs)Then, the orderedness property for sort is easy to de�ne:prop_SortOrdered :: [Int℄ -> Boolprop_SortOrdered xs = ordered (sort xs)For the seond property, we also need to de�ne a helper funtion, namely onethat heks if two lists have the same elements.sameElems :: Eq a => [a℄ -> [a℄ -> Bool[℄ `sameElems` [℄ = True(x:xs) `sameElems` ys = (x `elem` ys) &&(xs `sameElems` (ys \\ [x℄))_ `sameElems` _ = FalseThe seond sorting property is then rather easy to de�ne too:prop_SortSameElems :: [Int℄ -> Boolprop_SortSameElems xs = sort xs `sameElems` xs2.4 Conditional Properties and Quanti�ationIt is good to de�ne and test properties for many funtions involved in an im-plementation rather than just, say, the top-level funtions. Applying suh �negrained testing makes it more likely to �nd mistakes.So, let us think about the properties of the funtion insert, and assume we donot have another implementation of it whih we trust. The two properties that



6 Claessen, Runiman et al.should hold for a orret insert funtion are: (1) if the argument list is ordered,so should the result list be, and (2) the elements in the result list should be thesame as the elements in the argument list plus the �rst argument.We an speifying the seond property in a similar way to the property for sortde�ned earlier:prop_InsertSameElems :: Int -> [Int℄ -> Boolprop_InsertSameElems x xs = insert x xs `sameElems` (x:xs)However, if we try to express the �rst property, we immediately run into prob-lems. It is not just a simple equational property, but a onditional property.QuikChek provides an impliation ombinator, written ==>, to represent suhonditional laws. Using impliation, the �rst property for the insertion funtionan be expressed as:prop_InsertOrdered :: Int -> [Int℄ -> Propertyprop_InsertOrdered x xs = ordered xs ==> ordered (insert x xs)Testing suh a property works a little di�erently. Instead of heking the propertyfor 100 random test ases, we try heking it for 100 test ases satisfying theondition. If a andidate test ase does not satisfy the ondition, it is disarded,and a new test ase is tried. So, when a property with an impliation suessfullypasses 100 test ases, we are sure that all of them atually satis�ed the left handside of the impliation.Note that the result type of a onditional property is hanged from Bool toProperty. This is beause the testing semantis is di�erent for onditional laws.Cheking prop_InsertOrdered sueeds as usual, but sometimes, heking aonditional property produes an output like this:Arguments exhausted after 64 tests.If the preondition of a law is seldom satis�ed, then we might generate manytest ases without �nding any where it holds. In suh ases it is hopeless tosearh for 100 ases in whih the preondition holds. Rather than allow test asegeneration to run forever, we generate only a limited number of andidate testases (the default is 1000). If we do not �nd 100 valid test ases among thoseandidates, then we simply report the number of suessful tests we were ableto perform. In the example, we know that the law passed the test in 64 ases.It is then up to the programmer to deide whether this is enough, or whether itshould be tested more thoroughly.2.5 Monitoring Test DataPerhaps it seems that the impliation operator has solved our problems, andthat we are happy with the property prop InsertOrdered. But have we reallytested the law for insert thoroughly enough to establish its redibility?



Testing and Traing 7Let us take a look at the distribution of test ases in the 100 tests that we per-formed on prop InsertOrdered, by modifying prop_InsertOrdered as follows:prop_InsertOrdered :: Int -> [Int℄ -> Propertyprop_InsertOrdered x xs = ordered xs ==>lassify (null xs) "trivial" $ordered (insert x xs)Cheking the law now produes the messageOK, passed 100 suessful tests (43% trivial).The QuikChek ombinator lassify does not hange the logial meaning ofa law, but it lassi�es some of the test ases. In this ase those where xs is theempty list were lassi�ed as \trivial". Thus we see that a large proportion of thetest ases only tested insertion into an empty list.We an do more than just labelling some test ases with strings. The ombinatorollet gathers all values that are passed to it, and prints out a histogram ofthese values. For example, if we write:prop_InsertOrdered :: Int -> [Int℄ -> Propertyprop_InsertOrdered x xs = ordered xs ==>ollet (length xs) $ordered (insert x xs)we might get as a result:OK, passed 100 suessful tests.40% 0.31% 1.19% 2.8% 3.2% 4.So we see that only 29 (=19+8+2) ases tested insertion into a list with morethan one element. While this is enough to provide fairly strong evidene thatthe property holds, it is worrying that very short lists dominate the test asesso strongly. After all, it is easy to de�ne an erroneous version of insert whihnevertheless works for lists with at most one element.The reason for this behaviour, of ourse, is that the preondition ordered xsskews the distribution of test ases towards short lists. Every generated list oflength 0 or 1 is ordered, but only 50% of the lists of length 2 are ordered, andnot even 1% of all lists of length 5 are ordered. Thus test ases with longerlists are more likely to be rejeted by the preondition. There is a risk of thiskind of problem every time we use onditional laws, so it is always important toinvestigate the proportion of trivial ases among those atually tested.



8 Claessen, Runiman et al.It is omforting to be able to monitor the test data, and hange the de�nitionof our properties if we �nd the distribution too biased. The best solution in thisase is to replae the ondition with a ustom test data generator for orderedlists. We writeprop_InsertOrdered :: Int -> Propertyprop_InsertOrdered x = forAll orderedList $ \xs ->ordered (insert x xs)whih spei�es that values for xs should be generated by the test data gen-erator orderedList. This test data generator an make sure that the lists inquestion are ordered and have a more reasonable distribution. Cheking the lawnow gives \OK, passed 100 suessful tests", as we would expet. Quik-Chek provides support for the programmer to de�ne his or her own test datagenerators, with ontrol over the distribution of test data, whih we will look atnext.2.6 Test Data GenerationSo far, we have not said anything about how test data is generated. The way wegenerate random test data of ourse depends on the type. Therefore, QuikChekprovides a type lass Arbitrary, of whih a type is an instane if we know howto generate arbitrary elements in it.lass Arbitrary a wherearbitrary :: Gen aGen a is an abstrat type representing a generator for type a. The programmeran either use the generators built in to QuikChek as instanes of this lass, orsupply a ustom generator using the forAll ombinator, whih we saw in theprevious setion.Sine we will treat Gen as an abstrat type, we de�ne a number of primitivefuntions to aess its funtionality. The �rst one is:hoose :: (Int, Int) -> Gen IntThis funtion hooses a random integer in an interval with a uniform distribution.We program other generators in terms of it.We also need ombinators to build omplex generators from simpler ones; todo so, we delare Gen to be an instane of Haskell's lass Monad. This involvesimplementing the methods of the Monad lass:return :: a -> Gen a(>>=) :: Gen a -> (a -> Gen b) -> Gen b



Testing and Traing 9The �rst method onstruts a onstant generator, i.e. return x always generatesthe same value x; the seond method is the monadi sequening operator, i.e. g>>= k �rst generates an a using g, and passes it to k to generate a b.Monads are heavily used in Haskell, and there are many useful overloaded stan-dard funtions whih work with any monad; there is even syntati sugar formonadi sequening (the do notation). By making generators into a monad, weare able to use all of these features to onstrut them.De�ning generators for many types is now straightforward. As examples, we givegenerators for integers and pairs:instane Arbitrary Int wherearbitrary = hoose (-20, 20)instane (Arbitrary a, Arbitrary b) => Arbitrary (a,b) wherearbitrary =do a <- arbitraryb <- arbitraryreturn (a,b)QuikChek ontains suh delarations for most of Haskell's prede�ned types.Looking at the instane of pairs above, we see a pattern that ours frequently. Infat, Haskell provides a standard operator liftM2 for this pattern. An alternativeway of writing the instane for pairs is:instane (Arbitrary a, Arbitrary b) =>Arbitrary (a,b) wherearbitrary = liftM2 (,) arbitrary arbitraryWe will use this programming style later on too.Sine we de�ne test data generation via an instane of lass Arbitrary for eahtype, then we must rely on the user to provide instanes for user-de�ned types.Instead of produing generators automatially, we provide ombinators to enablea programmer to de�ne his own generators easily. The simplest, alled oneof, justmakes a hoie among a list of alternative generators with a uniform distribution.For example, a suitable generator for booleans ould be de�ned by:instane Arbitrary Bool wherearbitrary = oneof [return False, return True℄As another example, we ould generate arbitrary lists usinginstane Arbitrary a => Arbitrary [a℄ wherearbitrary = oneof[return [℄, liftM2 (:) arbitrary arbitrary℄



10 Claessen, Runiman et al.where we use liftM2 to apply the ons operator (:) to an arbitrary head andtail. However, this de�nition is not really satisfatory, sine it produes listswith an average length of one element. We an adjust the average length of listprodued by using frequeny instead, whih allows us to speify the frequenywith whih eah alternative is hosen. We de�neinstane Arbitrary a => Arbitrary [a℄ wherearbitrary = frequeny[ (1, return [℄), (4, liftM2 (:) arbitrary arbitrary)℄to hoose the ons ase four times as often as the nil ase, leading to an averagelist length of four elements.2.7 Generators with SizeSuppose we have the following datatype of binary trees and the operations sizeand flatten:data Tree a = Leaf a| Branh (Tree a) (Tree a)deriving ( Show )size :: Tree a -> Intsize (Leaf a) = 1size (Branh s t) = size s + size tflatten :: Tree a -> [a℄flatten (Leaf a) = [a℄flatten (Branh s t) = flatten s ++ flatten sAn obvious property we would like to hold is that the length of a list whih is aattened tree should be the same as the size of the tree. Here it is:prop_SizeFlatten :: Tree Int -> Boolprop_SizeFlatten t = length (flatten t) == size tHowever, to test this property in QuikChek, we need to de�ne our own testdata generator for trees. Here is our �rst try:instane Arbitrary a => Arbitrary (Tree a) wherearbitrary = frequeny -- wrong![ (1, liftM Leaf arbitrary), (2, liftM2 Branh arbitrary arbitrary)℄



Testing and Traing 11We want to avoid hoosing a Leaf too often (to avoid small trees), hene theuse of frequeny.However, this de�nition only has a 50% hane of terminating! The reason isthat for the generation of a Branh to terminate, two reursive generations mustterminate. If the �rst few reursions hoose Branhes, then generation terminatesonly if very many reursive generations all terminate, and the hane of this issmall. Even when generation terminates, the generated test data is sometimesvery large. We want to avoid this: sine we perform a large number of tests, wewant eah test to be small and quik.Our solution is to limit the size of generated test data. But the notion of asize is hard even to de�ne in general for an arbitrary reursive datatype (whihmay inlude funtion types anywhere). We therefore give the responsibility forlimiting sizes to the programmer de�ning the test data generator. We de�ne anew ombinatorsized :: (Int -> Gen a) -> Gen awhih the programmer an use to aess the size bound: sized generates an a bypassing the urrent size bound to its parameter. It is then up to the programmerto interpret the size bound in some reasonable way during test data generation.For example, we might generate binary trees usinginstane Arbitrary a => Arbitrary (Tree a) wherearbitrary = sized arbTreewherearbTree n = frequeny $[ (1, liftM Leaf arbitrary)℄ ++[ (4, liftM2 Branh arbTree2 arbTree2)| n > 0℄wherearbTree2 = arbTree (n `div` 2)With this de�nition, the size bound limits the number of nodes in the generatedtrees, whih is quite reasonable.We an now test the property about size and flatten:Main> quikChek prop_SizeFlattenFalsifiable, after 3 suessful tests:Branh (Branh (Leaf 0) (Leaf 3)) (Leaf 1)The areful reader may have previously notied the mistake in the de�nition offlatten whih auses this test to fail.Now that we have introdued the notion of a size bound, we an use it sensiblyin the generators for other types suh as integers (with absolute value bounded



12 Claessen, Runiman et al.by the size) and lists (with length bounded by the size). So the de�nitions wepresented earlier need to be modi�ed aordingly. For example, to generate ar-bitrary integers, QuikChek really uses the following default generator:instane Arbitrary Int wherearbitrary = sized (\n -> hoose (-n, n))We stress that the size bound is simply an extra, global parameter whih everytest data generator may aess; every use of sized sees the same bound. We donot attempt to `divide the size bound among the generators', so that for examplea longer generated list would have smaller elements, keeping the overall size ofthe struture the same. The reason is that we wish to avoid orrelations betweenthe sizes of di�erent parts of the test data, whih might distort the test results.We do vary the size between di�erent test ases: we begin testing eah propertyon small test ases, and then gradually inrease the size bound as testing pro-gresses. This makes for a greater variety of test ases, whih both makes testingmore e�etive, and improves our hanes of �nding enough test ases satisfyingthe preondition of onditional properties. It also makes it more likely that wewill �nd a small ounter example to a property, if there is one.3 Traing Programs with HatIn this setion we give a basi introdution to the Hat tools2 for traing Haskellprograms.3.1 Traes and Traing ToolsWithout traing, programs are like blak boxes. We see only their input-outputbehaviour. To understand this behaviour our only resort is the stati text ofa program, and it is often not enough. We should like to see the omponentfuntions at work, the arguments they are given and the results they return. Weshould like to see how their various appliations ame about in the �rst plae.The purpose of traing tools like Hat is to give us aess to just this kind ofinformation that is otherwise invisible.For more than 20 years researhers have been proposing ways to build traersfor lazy higher-order funtional languages. Sadly, most of their work has neverbeen widely used, beause it has been done for loally used implementationsof loal dialet languages. A design-goal for Haskell was to solve the language-diversity problem. The problem will always persist to some degree, but Haskellis the nearest thing there is to a standard lazy funtional language. Now thehallenge is to build an e�etive traer for it, depending as little as possible onthe mahinery of spei� ompilers or interpreters.2 Available from http://www.s.york.a.uk/fp/hat/.



Testing and Traing 13Traers for onventional languages enable the user to step through a omputa-tion, stopping at seleted points to examine variables. This approah is not sohelpful for a lazy funtional language where the order of evaluation is not theorder of appearane in a soure program, and in mid omputation variables maybe bound to omplex-looking unevaluated expressions. Like some of its prede-essors, Hat is instead based on derivation graphs for omplete omputations.This representation liberates us from the time-arrow of exeution. For example,all arguments and results an be shown in the most fully evaluated form thatthey ever attain. The established name for this tehnique is striti�ation, butthis name ould be misleading: we do not fore funtions in the traed programinto strit variants; all the lazy behaviour of the normally-exeuted program ispreserved.When we ompile a program for traing it is automatially transformed by a pre-proessor alled hat-trans into a self-traing variant. The transformed programis still in Haskell, not some private intermediate language, so that Hat an beported between ompilers. When we run the transformed program, in additionto the I/O behaviour of the original, it generates a graph-strutured trae ofevaluation alled a redex trail. The trae is written to �le as the omputationproeeds. Trae �les ontain a lot of detail and they an be very large | tens oreven hundreds of megabytes. So we should not be surprised if traed programsrun muh less quikly than untraed ones, and we shall need tools to selet andpresent the key fragments of traes in soure-level terms.There are several Hat tools for examining traes, but in these notes we shalllook at the two used most: hat-trail and hat-observe. As a small illustrativeappliation we take sorting the letters of the word `program' using insertion sort.That is, to the de�nitions of Figure 1 we now addmain = putStrLn (sort "program")to make a soure program Insort.hs. At �rst we shall trae the working pro-gram; later we shall look at a variant BadInsort.hs with faults deliberatelyintrodued.3.2 Hat Compilation and ExeutionTo use Hat, we �rst ompile the program to be traed, giving the -hat optionto hmake:$ hmake -hat Insorthat-trans Insort.hsWrote TInsort.hsgh -pakage hat - -o TInsort.o TInsort.hsgh -pakage hat -o Insort TInsort.oA program ompiled for traing an be exeuted just as if it had been ompilednormally.



14 Claessen, Runiman et al.$ InsortagmoprrThe main di�erene from untraed exeution is that as Insort runs it reordsa detailed trae of its omputation in a �le Insort.hat. The trae is a graphof program expressions enoded in a ustom binary format. Two further �lesInsort.hat.output and Insort.hat.bridge reord the output and assoiatedreferenes to the trae �le. Trae �les do not inlude program soures, but theydo inlude referenes to program soures, somodifying soure �les may invalidateexisting traes.3.3 Hat-trail: BasisAfter we have run a program ompiled for traing, reating a trae �le, we anuse Hat tools to examine the trae. The �rst suh tool we shall look at is hat-trail. The idea of hat-trail is to answer the question `Where did that ome from?'in relation to the values, expressions, outputs and error messages that our ina traed omputation. The immediate answer will be a parent appliation orname. More spei�ally:{ errors: the appliation or name being redued when the error ourred (eg.head [℄ might be the parent of a pattern-math failure);{ outputs: the monadi ation that aused the output (eg. putStr "Helloworld" might the parent of a setion of output text);{ non-value expressions: the appliation or name whose de�ning body ontainsthe expression of whih the hild is an instane (eg. insert 6 [3℄ might bethe parent of insert 6 [℄);{ values: as for non-value expressions, or the appliation of a prede�ned fun-tion with the hild as result (eg. [1,2℄++[3,4℄ might be the parent of[1,2,3,4℄).Parent expressions, and their subexpressions, may in turn have parents of theirown. The tool is alled hat-trail beause it displays trails of anestral redexes,traing e�ets bak to their auses.We an think of redex trails as a generalisation of the stak bak-traes foronventional languages, showing the dynamially enlosing all-hain leadingto a omputational event. Beause of lazy evaluation, the all-stak may notatually exist when the event ours, but there is suÆient information in aHat trae to reonstrut it. When we are traing the origins of an appliationusing hat-trail we have �ve hoies: we an trae the anestry not only of (1) theappliation itself, as in a stak bak-trae, but also of (2) the funtion, or (3)an argument | or indeed, any subexpression of these. We an also ask to seea relevant extrat of the soure program: either (4) the expression of whih theappliation is an instane, or (5) the de�nition of the funtion being applied.



Testing and Traing 15Hat-trail sessions and requests We an start a hat-trail session from a shellommand line, or from within existing sessions of hat tools. If we give the shellommand$ hat-trail Insorta new window appears with an upper part headed Output and a lower partheaded Trail:Output: -------------------------------------------------------agmoprr\nTrail: ------ hat-trail 2.00 (:h for help, :q to quit) -------The line of output is highlighted3 beause it is the urrent seletion.Requests in hat-trail are of two kinds. Some are single key presses with animmediate response; others are ommand-lines starting with a olon and onlyated upon when ompleted by keying return. A basi repertoire of single-keyrequests is:return add to the trail the parent expression of the urrent seletionbakspae remove the last addition to the trail displayarrow keys selet (a) parts of the output generated by di�erent ations, or(b) subexpressions of expressions already on displayAnd a basi repertoire of ommand-line requests is::soure show the soure expression of whih the urrent seletion is aninstane:quit �nish this hat-trail sessionIt is enough to give initial letters, :s or :q, rather than :soure or :quit.Some insertion-sort trails To trae the output from the Insort omputation,we key return and the Trail part of the display beomes:Trail: ----------------------- Insort.hs line: 10 ol: 8 ------<- putStrLn "agmoprr"The soure referene is to the orresponding appliation of putStrLn in theprogram. If we give the ommand :s at this point, a separate soure windowshows the relevant extrat of the program. We an only do two things with asoure window: (1) look at it; (2) lose it. Traing with Hat does not involveannotating or otherwise modifying program soures.Bak to the Trail display. We key return again:3 In these notes, highlighted text or expressions are shown boxed; the Hat tools atuallyuse olour for highlighting.



16 Claessen, Runiman et al.Trail: ----------------------- Insort.hs line: 10 ol: 1 ------<- putStrLn "agmoprr"<- mainThat is, the line of output was produed by an appliation of putStrLn ourringin the body of main.So far, so good; but what about the sorting? How do we see where putStr's stringargument "agmoprr" ame from? By making that string the urrent seletionand requesting its parent:bakspae (removes main),right-arrow (selets putStrLn),right-arrow (selets "agmoprr"),return (requests parent expression)Trail: ----------------------- Insort.hs line: 7 ol: 19 -----<- putStrLn "agmoprr"<- insert 'p' "agmorr" | if FalseThe | symbol here is a separator between a funtion appliation and the traeof a onditional or ase expression that was evaluated in its body; guards areshown in a similar way. The string "agmoprr" is the result of inserting 'p', thehead of the string "program", into the reursively sorted tail. More spei�ally,the string was omputed in the else-branh of the onditional by whih insertis de�ned in the reursive ase (beause 'p' <= 'a' is False).And so we ould ontinue. For example, following the trail of string arguments:<- insert 'p' "agmorr" | if False<- insert 'r' "agmor" | if False<- insert 'o' "agmr" | if False<- insert 'g' "amr" | if False<- insert 'r' "am" | if False<- insert 'a' "m" | if True<- insert 'm' [℄But let's leave hat-trail for now.:quit



Testing and Traing 173.4 Hat-observe: BasisThe idea of hat-observe is to answer the question `To whih arguments, if any,was that applied, and with what results?', mainly in relation to a top-level fun-tion. Answers take the form of a list of equational observations, showing for eahappliation of the funtion to distint arguments what result was omputed. Inthis way hat-observe an present all the needed parts of an extensional spe-i�ation for eah funtion de�ned in a program. We also have the option tolimit observations to partiular patterns of arguments or results, or to partiularappliation ontexts.Hat-observe sessions and requests We an start a hat-observe session from ashell ommand line, or from within an existing session of a Hat tool.$ hat-observe Insorthat-observe 2.00 (:h for help, :q to quit)hat-observe>In omparison with hat-trail, there is more emphasis on ommand-lines in hat-observe, and the main user interfae is a prompt-request-response yle. Requestsare of two kinds. Some are observation queries in the form of appliation patterns:the simplest observation query is just the name of a top-level funtion. Othersare ommand-lines, starting with a olon, similar to those of hat-trail. A basirepertoire of ommand-line requests is:info list the names of funtions and other de�ned values that an beobserved, with appliation ounts:quit �nish this hat-observe sessionAgain it is enough to give the initial letters, :i or :q.Some insertion-sort observations We often begin a hat-observe session with an:info request, followed by initial observation of entral funtions.hat-observe> :info19 <= 21 insert 1 main 1 putStrLn 8 sorthat-observe> sort1 sort "program" = "agmoprr"2 sort "rogram" = "agmorr"3 sort "ogram" = "agmor"4 sort "gram" = "agmr"5 sort "ram" = "amr"6 sort "am" = "am"7 sort "m" = "m"8 sort [℄ = [℄



18 Claessen, Runiman et al.Here the number of observations is small. Larger olletions of observations arepresented in bloks of ten (by default).hat-observe> <=1 'a' <= 'm' = True2 'r' <= 'a' = False3 'g' <= 'a' = False4 'o' <= 'a' = False5 'p' <= 'a' = False6 'r' <= 'm' = False7 'g' <= 'm' = True8 'o' <= 'g' = False9 'r' <= 'g' = False10 'p' <= 'g' = False--more-->If we key return in response to --more-->, the next blok of observations ap-pears. Alternatively, we an make requests in the olon-ommand family. Anyother line of input uts short the list of reported observations in favour of a freshhat-observe> prompt.--more--> nhat-observe>Observing restrited patterns of appliations Viewing a blok at a time is not theonly way of handling what may be a large number of appliations. We an alsorestrit observations to appliations in whih spei� patterns of values our asarguments or result, or to appliations in a spei� ontext. The full syntax forobservation queries isidenti�er pattern* [= pattern℄ [in identi�er℄where the * indiates that there an be zero or more ourrenes of an argumentpattern and the [...℄ indiate that the result pattern and ontext are optional.Patterns in observation queries are simpli�ed versions of onstrutor patternswith _ as the only variable. Some examples for the Insort omputation:hat-observe> insert 'g' _1 insert 'g' "amr" = "agmr"2 insert 'g' "mr" = "gmr"hat-observe> insert _ _ = [_℄1 insert 'm' [℄ = "m"2 insert 'r' [℄ = "r"hat-observe> sort in main1 sort "program" = "agmoprr"hat-observe> sort in sort



Testing and Traing 19sort :: Ord a => [a℄ -> [a℄-- FAULT (1): missing equation for [℄ argumentsort (x:xs) = insert x (sort xs)insert :: Ord a => a -> [a℄ -> [a℄insert x [℄ = [x℄insert x (y:ys) = if x <= y-- FAULT (2): y missing from resultthen x : ys-- FAULT (3): reursive all is sameelse y : insert x (y:ys)main = putStrLn (sort "program")Fig. 2. BadInsort.hs, a faulty version of the insertion-sort program.1 sort "rogram" = "agmorr"2 sort "ogram" = "agmor"3 sort "gram" = "agmr"4 sort "ram" = "amr"5 sort "am" = "am"6 sort "m" = "m"7 sort [℄ = [℄Enough on hat-observe for now.hat-observe> :quit3.5 Traing Faulty ProgramsWe have seen so far some of the ways in whih Hat tools an be used to trae aorretly working program. But a ommon and intended use for Hat is to traea faulty program with the aim of loating the soure of the faults. A faultyomputation has one of three outomes: (1) termination with a run-time error,or (2) termination with inorret output, or (3) non-termination.A variant of Insort given in Figure 2 ontains three deliberate mistakes, eahof whih alone would ause a di�erent kind of fault, as indiated by omments.In the following setions we shall apply the Hat tools to examine the faultyprogram, as if we didn't know in advane where the mistakes were.Traing a Run-time Error We ompile the faulty program for traing, thenrun it:$ hmake -hat BadInsort...$ BadInsortNo math in pattern.



20 Claessen, Runiman et al.Using hat-trail We an easily trae the immediate ause of the error message,whih hat-trail displays as a starting point. We key return one to see the erro-neous appliation, then again to see its parent appliation:$ hat-trail BadInsortError: --------------------------------------------------------No math in pattern.Trail: ------------------- BadInsort.hs line: 3 ol: 25 -------<- sort [℄<- sort "m"This information an be supplemented by referene to the soure program. Withsort [℄ seleted, we an give the :soure ommand to see the site of theo�ending appliation in the reursive equation for sort. If neessary we ouldtrae the anestry of the [℄ argument or the sort appliation.Using hat-observe Although hat-trail is usually our �rst resort for traing run-time errors, it is instrutive to see what happens if instead we try using hat-observe.$ hat-observe BadInsorthat-observe 2.00 (:h for help, :q to quit)hat-observe> :info7+0 insert 1 main 1 putStrLn 1+7 sortWhat do the M+N ounts for insert and sort mean? M is the number ofappliations that never got beyond a pattern-mathing stage involving evaluationof arguments; N is the number of appliations that were atually redued to aninstane of the funtion body. Appliations are only ounted at all if their resultswere demanded during the omputation. Where a ount is shown as a singlenumber, it is the ount N of appliations atually redued, and M = 0.In the BadInsort omputation, we see there are fewer observations of insertthan there were in the orret Insort omputation, and no observations at allof <=. How an that be? What is happening to ordered insertion?hat-observe> insert1 insert 'p' _|_ = _|_2 insert 'r' _|_ = _|_3 insert 'o' _|_ = _|_4 insert 'g' _|_ = _|_5 insert 'a' _|_ = _|_6 insert 'm' _|_ = _|_



Testing and Traing 21The symbol _|_ here is an ASCII approximation to ? and indiates an unde-�ned value. Reading the harater arguments vertially "program" seems to bemisspelt: is there an observation missing between 4 and 5? There are in fattwo separate appliations insert 'r' _|_ = _|_, but dupliate observationsare not listed (by default).The insert observations explain the fall in appliation ounts. In all the ob-served appliations, the list arguments are unde�ned. So neither of the de�ningequations for insert is ever mathed, there are no <= omparisons (as these o-ur only in the right-hand side of the seond equation) and of ourse no reursivealls.Why are the insert arguments unde�ned? They should be the results of sortappliations.hat-observe> sort1 sort "program" = _|_2 sort "rogram" = _|_3 sort "ogram" = _|_4 sort "gram" = _|_5 sort "ram" = _|_6 sort "am" = _|_7 sort "m" = _|_8 sort [℄ = _|_Though all the sort results are _|_, the reason is not the same in every ase.Observations 1 to 7 show appliations of sort that redued to appliations ofinsert, and as we have already observed, every insert result is _|_4. Obser-vation 8 is an appliation that does not redue at all; it also points us to theerror.Traing a Non-terminating Computation Suppose we orret the �rstfault, by restoring the equation:sort [℄ = [℄Now the result of running BadInsort is a non-terminating omputation, withan in�nite string aaaaaaa... as output. It seems that BadInsort has enteredan in�nite loop. The omputation an be interrupted5 by keying ontrol-C.$ BadInsortProgram interrupted. (^C)aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa$4 This insight requires knowledge of the program beyond the listed appliations in hat-observe: for example, it ould be obtained by a linked use of hat-trail (see Setion 3.6)5 When non-termination is suspeted, interrupt as quikly as possible to avoid workingwith very large traes.



22 Claessen, Runiman et al.Using hat-trail The initial hat-trail display is:Error: --------------------------------------------------------Program interrupted. (^C)Output: -------------------------------------------------------aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa...We have a hoie. We an follow the trail bak either from the point of interrup-tion (the initial seletion) or from the output (reahed by down-arrow). In thisase, it makes little di�erene6; either way we end up examining the endless listof 'a's. Let's selet the output:Output: -------------------------------------------------------aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa...Trail: ----------------- BadInsort.hs line: 7 ol: 19 ---------<- putStrLn "aaaaaaaa..."<- insert 'p' ('a': ) | if FalseNotie two further features of expression display:{ the ellipsis ... in the string argument to putStrLn indiates the tail-end ofa long string that has been pruned from the display;{ the symbol _ in the list argument to insert indiates an expression thatwas never evaluated.The parent appliation insert 'p' ('a':_) | if False gives us several im-portant lues. It tells us that in the else-branh of the reursive ase in thede�nition of insert the argument's head (here 'a') is dupliated endlessly togenerate the result without ever demanding the argument's tail. This tells usenough to disover the fault if we didn't already know it.Using hat-observe One again, let us also see what happens if we use hat-observe.hat-observe> :info78 <= 1+83 insert 1 main 1 putStrLn 8 sortThe high ounts for <= and insert give us a strong lue: as <= is primitivelyde�ned, we immediately suspet insert.hat-observe> insert1 insert 'p' ('a':_) = "aaaaaaaaaa..."6 However, the trae from point of interruption depends on the timing of the interrupt.



Testing and Traing 232 insert 'r' ('a':_) = 'a':_3 insert 'o' ('a':_) = 'a':_4 insert 'g' ('a':_) = 'a':_5 insert 'a' "m" = "a"6 insert 'm' [℄ = "m"searhing ... (^C to interrupt)fInterruptedgMany more observations would eventually be reported beause hat-observe listseah observation that is distint from those listed previously. When the ompu-tation is interrupted there are many di�erent appliations of the form insert'p' ('a':_) in progress, eah with results evaluated to a di�erent extent.But observation 1 is enough. As the tail of the argument is unevaluated, theresult would be the same whatever the tail. For example, it ould be [℄; sowe know insert 'p' "a" = "aaaa...". This spei� and simple failing asedirets us to the fault in the de�nition of insert.Traing Wrong Output We orret the reursive all from insert x (y:ys)to insert x ys, reompile, then exeute.$ BadInsortagopUsing hat-observe One again, we ould reah �rst for hat-trail to trae the fault,but the availability of a well-de�ned (but wrong) result also suggests a possiblestarting point in hat-observe:hat-observe> insert _ _ = "agop"1 insert 'p' "agor" = "agop"Somehow, insertion loses the �nal element 'r'. We should like to see more detailsof how this result is obtained | the relevant reursive alls, for example:hat-observe> insert 'p' _ in insert1 insert 'p' "gor" = "gop"2 insert 'p' "or" = "op"3 insert 'p' "r" = "p"Observation 3 makes it easy to disover the fault by inspetion.Using hat-trail If we instead use hat-trail, the same appliation ould be reahedas follows. We �rst request the parent of the output; unsurprisingly it is putStrLn"agop". We then request the parent of the string argument "agop":



24 Claessen, Runiman et al.Output: ------------------------------------------------------agop\nTrail: ----------------- BadInsort.hs line: 10 ol: 26 -------<- putStrLn "agop"<- insert 'p' "agor" | if FalseAs in hat-observe, we see the insert appliation that loses the harater 'r'.3.6 Linked use of hat-observe and hat-trailAlthough we have so far made use of hat-observe and hat-trail separately, eahan be applied within the other using the following ommands::o in hat-trail, with an appliation of f as the urrent seletion, startsa new hat-observe window listing all the traed appliations of f:t N in hat-observe, following the display of a list of at least N appli-ations, starts a new hat-trail window with the Nth appliationas the initial expressionReturning to the last example in the previous setion, suppose we begin theinvestigation in hat-trailTrail: ----------------- BadInsort.hs line: 10 ol: 26 -------<- putStrLn "agop"<- insert 'p' "agor" | if Falseand see that insert is broken. Wondering if there is an even simpler failureamong the traed appliations of insert we use :o to list them all in hat-observe. The list begins:1 insert 'p' "agor" = "agop"2 insert 'r' "ago" = "agor"3 insert 'o' "ag" = "ago"4 insert 'g' "ar" = "ag"5 insert 'r' "a" = "ar"6 insert 'a' "m" = "a"7 insert 'm' [℄ = "m"8 insert 'r' [℄ = "r"9 insert 'g' "r" = "g"10 insert 'o' "g" = "go"--more-->



Testing and Traing 25Observation 6 (or 9) is the simplest so we use :t 6 to request a new session ofhat-trail at this simpler starting point:Trail: ----------------- BadInsort.hs line: 10 ol: 26 -------<- insert 'a' "m"We sometimes �nd it useful to start additional windows for sessions of the sameHat tool but looking at di�erent parts of the trae::o [P ℄ in hat-observe, where P is an appliation pattern, starts a newhat-observe window with P (if given) as the �rst observationrequest:t in hat-trail, starts a new hat-trail window with the urrentseletion as the initial expressionApart from the determination of its starting point, a hat-observe or hat-trailsession reated by a :o or :t ommand is quite independent of the session fromwhih it was spawned.Finally, some failities so far shown only in one tool are available in the other ina slightly di�erent form. Two frequently used examples are::s N in hat-observe, following the display of a list of at least Nappliations, reates a soure window showing the expressionof whih appliation N is an instane= in hat-trail, if the outermost expression enlosing the urrentseletion is a redex, omplete the equation with that redexas left-hand side, adding = and a result expression (whih be-omes the new seletion); or if the urrent seletion is withinan already ompleted equation, revert to the display of theleft-hand-side redex only (whih beomes the new seletion)There is a partiular reason for the = ommand in hat-trail. Following trails ofanestral redexes means working bakwards, from results expressed in the body ofa funtion to the appliations and arguments that aused them. The movementis outward, from the details inside a funtion to an appliation ontext outsideit. Using = is one way to go forwards when the key information is what happenswithin an appliation, not how the appliation ame about. Returning one moreto our running example, here is how = an be used to reah inside the insert'a' "m" omputation.Trail: ----------------- BadInsort.hs line: 8 ol: 28 -------<- insert 'a' "m" = "a"<- insert 'a' "m" | if True<- 'a' <= 'm'



26 Claessen, Runiman et al.4 Combined Testing and TraingWhen testing identi�es a test that fails, we may need to trae the failing om-putation to understand and orret the fault. But it is usually too expensive totrae all tests just in ase one of them fails. In this setion, we desribe a wayof working with the tools that addresses this requirement.We have de�ned a variant of the top-level testing funtion quikChek, alledtraeChek. It has two modes of working:{ In running mode, traeChek seems to behave just like quikChek, butatually keeps trak of what test ases sueeded and what test ase failed.In does this in a speial �le in the working diretory alled .traehek.{ In traing mode, traeChek reads this �le, and will repeat the exat testase that led to failure, and only that one.Suppose, for example, that we wish to test an insert funtion de�ned (inor-retly) in the �le Insert.hs:module Insert whereinsert :: Ord a => a -> [a℄ -> [a℄insert x [℄ = [x℄insert x (y:ys) = if x <= y then x : yselse y : insert x ysWe ould write a test program (Iprop.hs) like this:import Insertimport QuikChek2sameElems :: Eq a => [a℄ -> [a℄ -> Bool[℄ `sameElems` [℄ = True(x:xs) `sameElems` ys = (x `elem` ys) &&(xs `sameElems` (ys \\ [x℄))_ `sameElems` _ = Falseprop_InsertSameElems :: Int -> [Int℄ -> Boolprop_InsertSameElems x xs = insert x xs `sameElems` (x:xs)We an load this module into GHCi as usual, and run quikChek on the prop-erty:Main> quikChek prop_InsertSameElemsFalsifiable, after 1 suessful tests:1[0,1,0℄



Testing and Traing 27But when we want to trae what is going on here we will have to use traeChek.Notie that traeChek is a bit slower than quikChek sine it has to save itsrandom seed to a �le eah time before it evaluates a test | the test might rashor loop, and it might never ome bak.Main> traeChek prop_InsertSameElemsFalsifiable, after 0 suessful tests:0[-1,1,0℄(Seed saved -- trae the program to reprodue.)We now add the following de�nition of main to our property module Iprop.hsso that we have a omplete Haskell program whih an be ompiled for traing.main :: IO ()main = traeChek prop_InsertSameElemsLeaving this de�nition of main in the �le Iprop.hs does not hurt, and redueswork when traing the property again later. Let us ompile and trae the pro-gram:$ hmake -hat -pakage quikhek2 Iprop...$ ./IpropAgain, the property is falsifiable:0[-1,1,0℄The output from traeChek is now a little di�erent. It only arries out thefailing test that was saved by the previous traeChek appliation, and on�rmsthe result.A .hat �le is now generated, and the traing tools an be applied as usual. It isusually best to start with hat-observe when traing a failed property, and observethe funtion alls of the funtions mentioned in the property. The hat-trail toolan then be alled upon from hat-observe.For our illustrative example hat-observe immediately reveals that the reursiveall is an even simpler failed appliation:hat-observe> insert1 insert 0 [-1,1,0℄ = [-1,0,0℄2 insert 0 [1,0℄ = [0,0℄If neessary, :t 2 allows us to examine details of the derivation using hat-trail.



28 Claessen, Runiman et al.Trail: ----------------------- Insert.hs line: 5 ol: 24 -----<- insert 0 [1,0℄ = [0,0℄<- insert 0 [1,0℄ | if True<- 0 <= 1And so on.5 Working with a Larger ProgramSo far our example programs have been miniatures. In this setion we introdue arather larger program |a multi-module interpreter and ompiler| and disusshow to handle some of the problems it poses for testing and traing.5.1 An Implementation of ImpWe begin by outlining an interpreter and ompiler for Imp, a simple imperativelanguage. Imp programs are ommand sequenes with the following grammar:omseq = om f; omgom = skipj print expj if exp then omseq else omseq �j while exp do omseq odj name := expexp = term fop2 termgterm = name j value j op1 term j (exp)Names are lower-ase identi�ers; values are integers or booleans; op1 and op2are the usual assortments of unary and binary operators. Here, for example, isan Imp program (gd.in) to ompute the GCD of 148 and 58:x := 148; y := 58;while ~(x=y) doif x < y then y := y - xelse x := x - yfiod;print xThe operational behaviour of an Imp program an be represented by a value oftype Trae String, with Trae de�ned as follows.



Testing and Traing 29data Trae a = a :> Trae a | End | Crash | Step (Trae a)Eah printing of a value is represented by a :>. A program may terminate nor-mally (End), terminate with an error (Crash) or fail to terminate by loopingin�nitely. For example, the following trae is generated by a program that printsout 1, 2 and then rashes:1 :> 2 :> CrashIn order to deal with non-termination, we have introdued the Step onstrutor,as we explain later (in Setion 5.3).Our implementation of Imp inludes both diret interpretation of syntax treesand a ompiler for a stak mahine. Here is a module-level overview.Behaviour De�nes behavioural traes, their onatenation and ap-proximate equality based on bounded pre�xes.Compiler Generates mahine instrutions from the abstrat syntaxof a program.(Depends on Mahine, Syntax, StakMap, Value.)InterpreterComputes the behavioural trae of a program by diretlyinterpreting abstrat syntax.(Depends on Syntax, Behaviour, Value)Mahine De�nes stak mahine instrutions and the exeution rulesmapping instrution sequenes to behavioural traes.(Depends on Behaviour, Value.)Main Reads an Imp program and reports the behavioural traesobtained when it is interpreted and when it is ompiled.(Depends on Syntax, Parser, Interpreter, Mahine,Compiler.)Parser De�nes parser ombinators and an Imp parser using them.(Depends on Syntax, Value.)StakMap Models the run-time stak during ompilation.Syntax De�nes an abstrat syntax for the language.(Depends on Value.)Value De�nes basi values and primitive operations over them.5.2 Traing bigger omputationsEven ompiling an Imp program as simple as gd.in, the binary-oded Hat traeexeeds half a megabyte. If we were traing a fully-edged ompiler proessing



30 Claessen, Runiman et al.a more typial program, the .hat �le ould be a thousand times larger. Thedevelopment of Hat was motivated by a lak of traing information for Haskellprograms, but learly we ould have too muh of a good thing! How do we utdown the amount of information presented when traing larger programs? (1)At ompile-time we identify some modules as trusted | details of omputationwithin these modules are not reorded in traes. (2) At run-time we use simpleinputs. It is helpful that QuikChek test-ase generators usually start with thesimplest values. (3) At trae-viewing time we set options in the Hat tools toontrol how muh information is shown and to what level of detail.Working with trusted modules Usually, untrusted modules depend on trustedones, rather than the other way round, so trusted modules need to be ompiled�rst7. It is usually simplest �rst to ompile all modules as trusted, then toreompile seleted modules for full traing. For example, if we want to ompilethe Imp system to trae only the details of omputation in module Compiler:$ hmake -hat -trusted MainCompiles everything, with all modules trusted.$ touh Compiler.hs$ hmake -hat MainReompiles Compiler, and Main whih depends on it, as fully traed modules.How e�etively does this redue the amount of trae information? With no mod-ules trusted (apart from the prelude and libraries), and gd.in as input, the:info table in hat-observe lists 88 top-level funtions; more than a dozen haveover 100 traed appliations and several have over 300. With all but Main andCompiler trusted the :info table has just 23 entries; all but four of these showfewer than 10 appliations and all have less than 30.When a module T is ompiled as trusted, appliations of exported T funtionsin untrusted modules are still reorded, but the details of the orrespondingomputation within T are not. For example, in the StakMap module there is afuntion to ompute the initial map of the stak when exeution begins:stakMap :: Command -> StakMapstakMap  = (0, omVars )Details of the Command type (the abstrat syntax of Imp programs) and thesigni�ane of the StakMap values need not onern us here; the point is thateven with StakMap trusted, hat-observe reports the appliation of stakMap:1 stakMap("x" := Val (Num 148) :->("y" := Val (Num 58) :->(While (Uno Not (Duo Eq (Var "x") (Var "y")))7 The Haskell prelude and standard libraries are pre-ompiled and trusted by default.



Testing and Traing 31(If (Duo Less (Var "x") (Var "y"))("y" := Duo Sub (Var "y") (Var "x"))("x" := Duo Sub (Var "x") (Var "y"))) :->Print (Var "x"))))=(0,["x","y"℄)But hat-observe does not report the appliation of the auxiliary funtion omVarsthat omputes the seond omponent ["x","y"℄. This omponent is not just leftorphaned |with no trae of a parent| instead it is adopted by the stakMapappliation, as this is the nearest anestral redex reorded in the trae. In hat-trail, if we selet the ["x","y"℄ omponent of the result and request the parentredex it is the stakMap appliation that is displayed.Some appliations within a trusted module are still reorded. For example, theremay be appliations of untrusted funtional arguments in trusted higher-orderfuntions, and there may be appliations of onstrutors reorded beause theyare part of a result.Controlling the volume of displayed information Even when traes are on�nedto spei� funtions of interest, there may be many appliations of these fun-tions, and the expressions for their arguments and results may be large andomplex. In hat-trail, the number of appliations need not onern us: only ex-pliitly seleted derivations are explored, and eah request auses only a singleexpression to be displayed. In hat-observe, the ounts in :info tables warn uswhere there are large numbers of appliations, by default only unique repre-sentatives are shown when a funtion is applied more than one to the samearguments, and patterns an be used to narrow the range of a searh. But if thevolume of output from hat-observe is still too high, we have two options::set reursive off Reursive appliations (ie. appliations of f in thebody of f itself) are not shown.:set group N Show only N observations at a time | the defaultis 10.In both hat-trail and hat-observe, large expressions an be a problem. Within asingle window, the remedy8 is to ontrol the level of detail to whih expressionsare displayed. The main way we an do so is::set utoff N Show expression struture only to depth N | thedefault is 10.Retangular plaeholders (shown here as ) are displayed in plae of prunedexpressions, followed by ellipses in the ase of trunated lists. For example, hereone again is the appliation of stakMap to the abstrat syntax for gd.in, butlightly pruned (:set utoff 8):8 Apart from making the window larger! After whih a :resize ommand may beneeded.



32 Claessen, Runiman et al.stakMap("x" := Val (Num 148) :->("y" := Val (Num 58) :->(While (Uno Not (Duo Eq (Var ) (Var )))(If (Duo Less (Var ) (Var )) ("y" := Duo )("x" := Duo )) :-> Print (Var "x"))))More severely pruned (:set utoff 4) it beomes a one-liner:stakMap ("x" := Val :-> ( := :-> ( :-> )))One limitation of depth-based pruning is its uniformity. We fae a dilemma iftwo parts of an outsize expression are at the same depth, the details of oneare irrelevant but the details of the other are vital. In hat-trail we an expliitlyover-ride pruning for any seleted expression by keying +, and we an expliitlyprune any other seleted expression by keying -. A more extravagant solution isto view the expression in a asade of hat-trail windows. Returning one more tothe stakMap example, in a �rst hat-trail window suppose we have the heavilypruned redex, with a subexpression of interest seleted:stakMap ("x" := Val :-> ( := :-> ( :-> ) ))We give the ommand :t to spawn a fresh hat-trail session starting with thissubexpression. Pruned to the same uto� depth it is now revealed to be:While (Uno Not (Duo )) (If (Duo ) ( := ) ( := )) :->Print (Var "x")Within this subexpression, we an selet still deeper subexpressions reursively.We an ontinue (or lose) the hat-trail session for eah level of detail quiteindependently of the others.5.3 Speifying properties of ImpLet us think about how we are going to test the ompiler and interpreter. Theremight be many properties we would like to test for, but one important propertyis the following:[Congruene Property℄ For any program p, interpreting p should pro-due the same result as �rst ompiling and then exeuting p.To formulate this as a QuikChek property, the �rst thing we need to do is tode�ne test data generators for all the types that are involved. We will show howto de�ne the test data generators for the types Name and Expr. The other typeshave similar generators | see Compiler/Properties.hs for details.For the type Name, we will have to do something more than merely generating anarbitrary string. We want it to be rather likely that two independently generatednames are the same, sine programs where eah ourrene of a variable is dif-ferent make very boring test data. One approah is to pik the name arbitrarily



Testing and Traing 33from a limited set of names (say f"a"; : : : ; "z"g). It turns out that it is a goodidea to make this set small when generating small test ases, and larger whengenerating large test ases.arbName :: Gen StringarbName = sized genwheregen n = elements [ [℄ |  <- take (n `div` 2 + 1) ['a'..'z'℄ ℄To generate elements of type Expr (the datatype representing Imp expressions),we assume that we know how to generate arbitrary Vals (representing Imp val-ues), Op1s and Op2s (representing unary and binary operators, respetively). TheExpr generator is very similar to the one for binary trees in Setion 2.7. We keeptrak of the size bound expliitly when we generate the tree reursively. Whenthe size is not stritly positive any more, we generate a leaf of the tree.instane Arbitrary Expr wherearbitrary = sized arbExprwherearbExpr n =frequeny $[ (1, liftM Var arbName), (1, liftM Val arbitrary)℄ ++onat[ [ (2, liftM2 Uno arbitrary arbExpr'), (4, liftM3 Duo arbitrary arbExpr2 arbExpr2)℄| n > 0℄wherearbExpr' = arbExpr (n-1)arbExpr2 = arbExpr (n `div` 2)There is no right or wrong way to hoose frequenies for the onstrutors. Aommon approah is to think about the kinds of expressions that are likelyto arise in pratie, or that seem most likely to be ounter-examples to ourproperties. The rationale for the above frequenies is the following: We do notwant to generate leaves too often, sine this means that the expressions aresmall. We do not want to generate a unary operator too often, sine nesting Notor Minus a lot does not generate really interesting test ases. Also, the abovefrequenies an easily be adapted after monitoring test data in atual runs ofQuikChek on properties.Finally, we an diret our attention towards speifying the ongruene property.Without thinking muh, we an ome up with the following property, whih



34 Claessen, Runiman et al.pretty muh diretly desribes what we mean by ongruene; for all p, obey pshould be equal to exe (ompile p).prop_Congruene :: Command -> Boolprop_Congruene p = obey p == exe (ompile p) -- wrong!However, what happens when the program p is a non-terminating program? Inthe ase where obey works orretly, the trae will either be an in�nite traeof printed values, or the omputation of the trae will simply not terminate. Inboth ases, the omparison of the two traes will not terminate either! So, fornon-terminating programs, the above property does not terminate.We have run into a limitation of using an embedded language for properties, andtesting the properties by running them like any other funtion. Whenever oneof the funtions in a property does not terminate, the whole property does notterminate. Similarly, when one of the funtions in a property rashes, the wholeproperty rashes. To avoid solving the Halting Problem, we take the pragmativiewpoint that properties are allowed to rash or not terminate, but only in aseswhere they are not valid.The solution to the in�nite trae problem onsists of two phases.First, we have to make the passing of time during the exeution of a programexpliit in its trae. We do this so that any non-terminating program will gen-erate an in�nite trae, instead of a trae that is stuk somewhere. The Steponstrutor is added to the Trae datatype for that reason | the idea is tolet a trae make a `step' whenever the body of a while-loop in the program hasompleted, so that exeuting the body of a while loop in�nitely often produesin�nitely many Steps in the trae.The seond hange we make is that when we ompare these possibly in�nitetraes for equality, we only do so approximately, by omparing a �nite pre�x ofeah trae. The funtion approx n ompares the �rst n events in its argumenttraes for equality9:approx :: Eq a => Int -> Trae a -> Trae a -> Boolapprox 0 _ _ = Trueapprox n (a :> s) (b :> t) = a == b && approx (n-1) s tapprox n (Step s) (Step t) = approx (n-1) s tapprox n End End = Trueapprox n Crash Crash = Trueapprox n _ _ = FalseNow we an de�ne a trae omparison operator on the property level, whihompares two traes approximately: For arbitrary stritly positive n, the traesshould approximate eah other up to n steps. (We hoose stritly positive n sine9 A looser de�nition of approx would not require eah ourrene of Step to math up,allowing more freedom in the ompiler, but the urrent de�nition will do for now.



Testing and Traing 35for n = 0 the approximation is trivially true whih makes an uninteresting testase.)(=~=) :: Eq a => Trae a -> Trae a -> Propertys =~= t = forAll arbitrary $ \n ->n > 0 ==>approx n s tThe new version of the ongruene property thus beomes:prop_Congruene :: Command -> Propertyprop_Congruene p = obey p =~= exe (ompile p)Note that this is still not the �nal version of the property; there are some issuesrelated to test overage, whih will be disussed in the exerises in Setion 7.3.6 Related WorkThere are two other automated testing tools for Haskell. HUnit is a unit testingframework based on the JUnit framework for Java, whih permits test ases tobe strutured hierarhially into tests whih an be run automatially [9℄. HUnitallows the programmer to de�ne \assertions" | boolean-valued expressions |but these apply only to a partiular test ase, and so do not make up a spei�a-tion. There is no automati generation of test ases. However, beause runningQuikChek produes a boolean result, any property test in QuikChek ouldbe used as a HUnit test ase.Auburn [10, 11℄ is a tool primarily intended for benhmarking alternative imple-mentations of abstrat data types. Auburn generates random \datatype usagegraphs" (dugs), representing spei� patterns of use of an ADT, and reords theost of evaluating them under eah implementation. Based on these benhmarktests, Auburn an use indutive lassi�ation to obtain a deision tree for thehoie of implementation, depending on appliation harateristis. It may alsoreveal errors in an ADT implementation, when dugs evaluated under di�erentimplementations produe di�erent results, or when an operation leads to run-time failure. Auburn an produe dug generators and evaluators automatially,given the signature of the ADT. Dug generators are parameterised by a vetorof attributes, inluding the relative frequeny of the di�erent operations andthe degree of persistene. Auburn avoids generating ill-formed dugs by trak-ing an abstrat state, or \shadow", for eah value of the ADT, and hekingpreonditions expressed in terms of it before applying an operator.The more general testing literature is voluminous. Random testing dates from the1960s, and is now used ommerially, espeially when the distribution of randomdata an be hosen to math that of the real data. It ompares surprisinglyfavourably in pratie with systemati hoie of test ases. In 1984, Duran and



36 Claessen, Runiman et al.Ntafos ompared the fault detetion probability of random testing with partitiontesting, and disovered that the di�erenes in e�etiveness were small [5℄. Hamletand Taylor orroborated the original results [8℄. Although partition testing isslightly more e�etive at exposing faults, to quote Hamlet's exellent survey [7℄,\By taking 20% more points in a random test, any advantage a partition testmight have had is wiped out." QuikChek's philosophy is to apply random testingat a �ne grain, by speifying properties of most funtions under test. So evenwhen QuikChek is used to test a large program, we always test a small part ata time, and are therefore likely to exerise eah part of the ode thoroughly.Many other automati testing tools require preproessing or analysis of spe-i�ations before they an be used for testing. QuikChek is unique in usingspei�ations diretly, both for test ase generation and as a test orale. Theother side of the oin is that the QuikChek spei�ation language is neessarilymore restritive than, for example, prediate alulus, sine properties must bediretly testable.QuikChek's main limitation as a testing tool is that it provides no informationon the strutural overage of the program under test: there is no hek, for exam-ple, that every part of the ode is exerised. We leave this as the responsibilityof an external overage tool. Unfortunately, no suh tool exists for Haskell! It ispossible that Hat ould be extended to play this rôle.Turning now to traing, the nearest relative to Hat |indeed, the starting pointfor its design| is the original redex-trail system [14, 13℄. Whereas Hat uses asoure-to-soure transformation and a portable run-time library, the original sys-tem was developed by modifying a spei� ompiler and run-time system. Pro-grams ompiled for traing built trail-graphs within the limits of heap memory.Large omputations often exeeded these limits, even if most parts of a programwere trusted; to obtain at least partial trails in suh ases, when trail-spaewas exhausted the garbage olletor applied pruning rules based on trail-length.Users had a single viewing tool by whih to aess the in-heap trail; this toolsupported bakward traing along the lines of hat-trail, but with a more elabo-rate graphial interfae. The stand-alone trae �les of Hat greatly inrease thesize of feasible traes, and give more permanent and onvenient aess to traes.Another system that had an important inuene on the design of the Hat tools isHOOD [6℄. HOOD (for Haskell Observation-Oriented Debugger) de�nes a lassof observable types, for whih an observe funtion is de�ned. Programmersannotate expressions whose values they wish to observe by applying observelabel to them, where label is a desriptive string. These appliative annotationsat as identities with a benign side-e�et: eah value to whih an annotatedexpression redues |so far as it is demanded by lazy evaluation| is reorded to�le, listed under the appropriate label. As an added bonus, the reording of eahvalue in the trae an be \played bak" in a way that reveals the order in whih itsomponents were demanded. Among HOOD's attrations, it is simply importedlike any other library module, and programmers observe just the expressionsthat they annotate. Among its drawbaks, expressions do have to be seleted



Testing and Traing 37somehow, and expliitly annotated, and there is no reord of any derivationbetween expressions, only a olletion of �nal values.Then there is Freja [12℄, a ompiler for a large subset of Haskell. Code generatedby Freja optionally builds at run-time an evaluation dependene tree (EDT) insupport of algorithmi debugging. In some ways Freja is similar to the redextrails prototype: a ompiler is speially modi�ed, a trae struture reordingdependenies is built in the heap, and the programmer's use of the trae ismediated by a single speial-purpose tool. Traing overheads in Freja are keptto a minimum by supporting trae-building operations at a low level in a nativeode generator, and by onstruting only an initial piee of the trae at the EDTroot| if a new piee is needed, the program is run again. But the most importantdistintive feature of Freja is that its algorithmi debugger supports a systematisearh for a fault. Eah node in the EDT orresponds to an equation betweenan appliation and its result. Shown suh an equation, the user gives a yes/noresponse depending on whether the equation orretly reets their intendedspei�ation for the funtion. Only subtrees rooted by an inorret equation areexamined; eventually, an inorret parent equation with only orret hildrenindiates an error in the de�nition of the parent funtion. Applied to smallexerises, algorithmi debugging is a superb tool. But for big omputations thetop-down exploration regime demands too muh: even if the user is able to judgeaurately the orretness of many large equations, the route taken to a faultmay be far longer than, for example, the bakward trail from a run-time error.Freja an be applied diretly to EDT subtrees for spei�ed funtions, but thisonly helps if the user knows by some other means whih funtions to suspet.For traing programs in a language like Haskell, the program-point observationsof HOOD and the top-down exploration of delarative proof-trees as in Freja arethe main alternatives to bakward traing based on redex trails. An evaluationexerise reported in [1℄ onluded that none of these approahes alone meetsall the requirements for traing, but used in ombination they an be highlye�etive. This �nding diretly motivated the reformulation of redex trails in Hat,making it possible to extrat equational observations and the equivalent of anEDT, and so to provide a multi-view traing system [15℄. The three viewing toolshat-detet (not desribed in earlier setions), hat-observe and hat-trailreet the inuene of Freja, Hood and the redex-trail prototype.7 Pratial ExerisesExerises in this setion refer to various example programs. The soures of theseprograms are available from http://www.s.york.a.uk/fp/afp02/.7.1 About merge-sort (in the Sorting diretory)Exerise 1 Look at the simple merge-sort program in the soure �les Mmain.hsand Msort.hs. If Mmain is run with words.in as input, what lengths of list



38 Claessen, Runiman et al.arguments our in the appliations of merge in pairwise, and how many appli-ations are there for eah length? Try to answer by inspetion before verifyingyour answers using Hat. Hint: in hat-observe, either give a ontext to a mergeappliation query or :set reursive off. �Exerise 2 Examine the reursive pairwise omputation. How deep does thereursion go? Are all equations in the de�nition of pairwise really neessary?Hint: in hat-trail, trae the anestry of the list of strings from whih the outputis formed. �Exerise 3 How many omparisons and merge's does it take to sort a list thatis already sorted? What about a list that is reverse-sorted? �Exerise 4 Write QuikChek properties that haraterise what eah funtionin the Msort module does. Chek that your properties hold. What an you sayabout test overage? �Exerise 5 Look at the improved(?) version of merge-sort in Nmain.hs andNsort.hs. Instead of starting the pairwise merging proess merely with unitlists, the idea is to �nd the largest possible asending and desending sublists.However, we have made a deliberate mistake! Find a test ase where the propertyof the msort funtion does not hold. Can you loate and �x the bug? Do all yourpreviously de�ned msort properties now hold? �Exerise 6 How many omparisons and merge's does the improved (and noworret!) merge-sort take for already-sorted input? �Exerise 7 What property should the funtion asending have? Chek that itholds. How lazy is the asends funtion? What happens if an element of its listargument is unde�ned? Trae the omputation to see why. Can you improve thede�nition of asends? �7.2 About ryptarithmeti (in the SumPuzzle diretory)The next few exerises are about a program that solves ryptarithmeti puzzles(soure �les SumPuz.hs and Main.hs). Inputs are lines suh as SEND + MORE= MONEY | an example provided in the �le puzzle3.in. The program has to�nd a mapping from letters to digits that makes the sum orret. Your task is tounderstand how exatly the programworks, and to formulate your understandingin tested properties.



Testing and Traing 39Exerise 8 Compile the program for traing, and run it with puzzle3.in asinput. In the proess of searhing for a solution, the program arries out manyadditions of two digits. The digits are andidate values for letters in the sameolumn of the enrypted sum:SEND+ MOREWhat is the maximum result atually obtained from any suh digit addition? Theresult ours more than one: how many times? (Use :set all and appropriateappliation patterns in hat-observe.) Selet one example of a maximal sum toinvestigate further using hat-trail. Whih letters are being added and with whatandidate values? What values are assigned to other letters at that point? Whydoes this branh of the searh fail to reah a omplete solution? �Exerise 9 The funtion solutions is the heart of the program. As you an see inthe funtion solve in SumPuz.hs, the standard top-level way to all the funtionsolutions is with 0 as the fourth argument and [℄ as the �fth argument. InProperties.hs, we have prede�ned a funtion find that does exatly that:find :: String -> String -> String -> [Soln℄find xs ys zs = solutions xs ys zs 0 [℄In this and the following exerises we are going to write properties about thisfuntion find.The �rst property to de�ne is a soundness property: the program only reportsgenuine solutions. It should say something like:For all puzzles, every element in the found list of solutions is arithmeti-ally orret.Chek that your property holds! Remember that your task is to harateriseexatly what kind of puzzles the program solves, and in what way. So if yourproperty does not hold, use the traing tools to understand why, and then reviseyour property (not the program) until it is orret. �Exerise 10 Use a test data monitor to hek how interesting the test asesare. For example, is a test ase where there are no solutions interesting? Tryto eliminate uninteresting tests by adding an appropriate preondition to yourproperty. How does this inuene the size of the tested puzzles? �Exerise 11 The next property to de�ne is a ompleteness property: the programalways �nds a solution if there is one. A handy way to do this is to say somethinglike:



40 Claessen, Runiman et al.For all numbers x and y, if I supply as input the digits of x, plus, thedigits of y, equals, and the digits of x+y, then the list of found solutionsshould inlude this digit-identity.Again, hek that your property holds. If not, use the traing tools to understandwhy, and revise your property aordingly. �Exerise 12 Hypothetially, how would you hange the soundness and omplete-ness properties if the solutions funtion worked in suh a way that it always onlyreturned one solution even if there are many?7.3 About Imp (in the Compiler diretory)The �nal group of exerises involve testing, traing, �xing, speifying and ex-tending the Imp interpreter and ompiler.Exerise 13 Reall the QuikChek ongruene property that should hold forthe Imp ompiler and the interpreter. The version of the Imp system in theCompiler diretory has been deliberately broken, so it does not satisfy thisproperty. Indeed, it hardly works at all: try running it on gd.in. Use Quik-Chek and Hat to �nd the two bugs we have introdued. Fix them! �Exerise 14 There are some funtions in whih we an apparently introdueas many bugs as we want; the ongruene property will still hold! Whih arethese funtions? Hint: Whih funtions are used both by the ompiler and theinterpreter? �Exerise 15 Random testing works best if it is applied at a �ne grain! Therefore,formulate a property that is only going to test ompilation and interpretationof expressions. Hint: You an reuse the ongruene property of programs, butgenerate only programs that print a single expression (whih annot ontainvariables). Is non-termination still an issue? �Exerise 16 Now investigate the test overage of QuikChek for your property.Insert a test data monitor that heks what kind of traes are generated bythe programs during test, and hek the distribution. What do you think of thedistribution of test data? Most generated expressions are type inorret! Adaptyour property by using the impliation operator ==> to disard this rather largeamount of useless test data.Note: To show that without this �x, your property does not have good testoverage, introdue the following bug: ip the order of the arguments of binaryoperators in the expression ompiler. Can your old property �nd the bug? Canyour new one? �



Testing and Traing 41Exerise 17 The original ongruene property for programs has a similar prob-lem; the whole program rashes if the ondition in an if or while statementis type inorret, and this happens a lot during testing. Adapt the programongruene property to overome this problem. �Exerise 18 Suppose the Imp language is extended by generalising assignmentsto multiple assignments. Instead of just one variable name on the left of eah :=there are one or more, separated by ommas, and on the right an equal numberof expressions, also separated by ommas. A multiple assignment is exeutedby �rst evaluating all the right-hand expressions and then storing the resultsin orresponding left-hand variables in left-to-right order. Here is an exampleprogram (power.in) whih raises 3 to the power 6:a, n, x := 3, 6, 1;while 0 < n doif (n\2) = 1 then n, x := n-1, x*a else skip fi;a, n := a*a, n/2od;print xBy making hanges in the following plaes, revise the Imp interpreter and om-piler to work with multiple assignments.Syntax Change the := onstrution in the Command type.Parser Change the �nal alternative in nonSeqCommand.Hint: de�ne listOf :: Parser a -> Parser [a℄.InterpreterChange the := equation in the de�nition of run.Hint: generalise the de�nition of update.StakMap Change the := equation in the de�nition of omVars.Compiler Change the := equation in the de�nition of ompObey.Hint: none | we hope you get it wrong!Test your extension �rst on power.in, using Hat to investigate any faults. Revisethe program generator in the Properties.hs so that the ongruene propertyis asserted over the extended language. Apply QuikChek and Hat as neessaryto ahieve a solution that passes an appropriate range of tests. �Exerise 19 Compare the assignments:x, y := e1, e2 and y, x := e2, e1Under what onditions do these two assignments mean the same thing? Formu-late this onditional equivalene as a QuikChek property and hek that theproperty holds. �
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